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Anyone intelligent believes in anthropogenic climate change
A strong statement, which you might think was overstating the issue?
I'm not going to try and give you the science - because if you are reading this website I'm
presuming you are intelligent enough to understand that when >95% of the scientists in a field
agree then its probably true, and at least it makes sense for the rest of us to act as if it was true
and leave the dissension to the remaining 5% to try and convince their colleagues.
So what about the Republicans in the US Congress, aren't they educated. Well I dare say there
are a few who don't believe evolution or science, or I should rephrase that - a "belief" in
evolution isn't required since there is science to back it up. The belief is in the creationist myth,
and while I love myths - whether its biblical or greek or nordic, I'll leave it to the reader as to
whether a belief in their literal truth qualifies you as intelligent.
My strong suspicion is that most of them are educated, and convinced by evolution and climate
science, but when someone is offering you a large bribe to deny reality, and when your career
depends on both taking the bribe, and aligning with whatever the polls say about your electorate
then it just becomes another lie to spout for the media.
So what about the oil companies, the ones who pay the bribes. I've had a number of (off the
record) conversations with fairly senior oil company executives over the years - not one of them
denied the science of global warming, and their only question about Peak Oil was when, rather
than if. They'd tell me of the amount of money they were spending to adapt to climate change &
peak oil, which they not only know is happening but know will hit us hard BECAUSE of the
bribes their bosses are paying to politicians. Remember a company has a fiduciary duty to its
shareholders, and staff bonuses are tied to profits, and its very easy to then consider that
narrow interest, and bribe a politician to extend the amount of time you have to make money off
of destroying the atmosphere.
So who is left … unfortunately with a public that gets its news more and more from TV like Fox
News, who are also driven not by educating their viewers, but by the adverts bought by many of
the same people above (the ones who believe in climate change, but don't want anyone else
to).
And so the cycle goes on …. companies buy the media to convince the masses, and buy
politicians who also listen to the masses. Don't we wish the most polluting country in the world
was a democracy with a free press.
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